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which held actual power during the Japanese occupation. INTERREGNUM good fortune of the Filipino political oligarchs
that their services were very much needed would be maintained and radical social change prevented. The Filipino.

Some of these units were organized or directly connected to pre-surrender units ordered to mount guerrilla
actions. Through the policy recommendations of Bishop Taguchi, the Japanese military administration sought
a comprehensive agreement concordat with the Vatican that would have addressed contentious demands such
as the Filipinization of the ruling hierarchy of the Catholic Church, the regulation of church property, and the
regulation of educational curricula. The Philippines had suffered great loss of life and tremendous physical
destruction by the time the war was over. General MacArthur formed a clandestine operation to support the
guerrillas. With these invaluable resources, the scholars writing here have provided new perspectives essential
to our understanding of the political, social, and economic aspects of the Japanese occupation which have been
unstudied or glossed over in the past. An added bonus for researchers is an extremely useful appendix
identifying and listing the location of source materials related to the Japanese occupation of the Philippines.
Registered: Abstract Few studies have analyzed the Philippine economic experience during the Japanese
occupation. Ricardo Jose discusses the intractability of the rice crisis in his chapter on the rice shortage and
countermeasures adopted during the Japanese occupation. Main article: Philippines Campaign â€”42 Japan
launched an attack on the Philippines on December 8, , just ten hours after their attack on Pearl Harbor. Jose
on the rice crisis. Some guerrilla units would later be assisted by American submarines which delivered
supplies, [44] evacuate refugees and injured, [45] as well as inserted individuals and whole units, [46] such as
the th Reconnaissance Battalion , [47] and Alamo Scouts. The names of new Filipino recruits were
purposefully left off the lists of men to be surrendered. Since the economic damage to capital happened over
time and furthering the output loss as the war went on, these estimates conform to the assessment that
Philippine GDP in â€” at the end of the war â€” was close to 30 percent of the output of  Relying on limited
relevant work to make an assessment of this intelligence report, the author carries the discussion to modern
day interpretation covering the various sectors of the economy. For several reasons it was unknown how many
did not surrender, although probably around to Americans ended up with Fertig's guerrillas. Jose is professor
of history at the University of the Philippines and an authority on the Japanese occupation of the Philippines.
Army, a process that sometimes took months. The Japanese residents of Davao, who were running a thriving
abaca industry by the time of the war, were mostly migrant laborers of Okinawan ancestry, lacking education,
and intermarried with the local population. All authors agree that the failed policies pursued during the
occupation period, which were meant primarily to serve the needs of the war effort, set back Philippine
economic development. Terami-Wada Motoe analyzes an internal challenge to the official appeasement policy
represented by some Japanese military and civilian officials who favored supporting and working with
anti-American and pro-Japanese independence leaders such as the exiled General Ricarte, who was brought
back during the war, and Benigno Ramos of Sakdal fame. They sent every available soldier, airplane and
naval vessel to the defense of the Philippines. Collaboration with Japanese authorities in the area cut across
religious affiliations, and there were Muslim and Christian leaders on both the guerrilla and Japanese sides. In
effect, total output in was 70 percent lower than that of  In contrast to the collaborating national elites who
were given amnesty after the war, surviving Filipinos who had joined the volunteer armies on the Japanese
side typically served prison terms and were treated as social outcasts in their local communities. To help win
the support of the majority Christian population and elite officials, the Japanese Army General Staff created a
special Religious Section made up of Christian clergy and laity from Japan. Landings then followed on the
island of Mindoro and around Lingayen Gulf on the west side of Luzon , and the push toward Manila was
initiated. In other cases, documents were fabricated to report fewer men than were actually under Sharp. While
the appeasement policy facilitated the active or passive collaboration of a substantial portion of the national
political elites, this strategy met a dead end with the challenge of widespread guerrilla resistance, the failure to
provide economic security for the people, and the abuses committed by the occupation army. Opposing these
guerrillas were a Japanese-formed Bureau of Constabulary later taking the name of the old Constabulary
during the Second Republic , [25] [26] Kempeitai , [25] and the Makapili. Throughout Luzon and the southern
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islands, Filipinos joined various groups and vowed to fight the Japanese. Reflecting its devastation, the
postwar rice industry would take more than five years to reach its prewar production levels. The
Commonwealth of the Philippines was restored. Sicat,  This failed because of the antagonistic attitude of
landlords and peasants and the unsuitability of new seed varieties, in addition to guerrilla resistance. A Pesos
note made by the Japanese during the occupation. Filipino deaths during the occupations, on the other hand,
are estimated to be more be around , 27, military dead, , massacred, 22, forced labor deaths and , deaths due
war related famine. This strategy was implemented in two major ways. The kamikaze corps was created
specifically to defend the Japanese occupation of the Philippines. Fighting was fierce, particularly in the
mountains of northern Luzon , where Japanese troops had retreated, and in Manila, where they put up a
last-ditch resistance. Many of the American and Filipino officers refused to surrender, since they reasoned that
Wainwright, now a prisoner who could be considered under duress, had no authority to issue orders to Sharp.
An estimated , Filipinos, both military and civilians, had been killed from all causes; of these between , and ,
were killed in seventy-two war crime events. Although the Japanese had promised independence for the
islands after occupation, they initially organized a Council of State through which they directed civil affairs
until October , when they declared the Philippines an independent republic. Moreover, the cooperative
Filipino population eased the problems of supply, construction and civil administration and furthermore eased
the task of Allied forces in recapturing the country.


